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WORLD’S ONLY LEAK-PROOF
OVERFLOW GASKETBVT BIG

BVT-BIG-3OFS

The BVT-3OFS gasket works for bathtub overflows. 
Secured with a two-hole mount; not usable with single 
hole mounts.

- A newer, quicker solution for overflow gasket leaks 
and replacements.

- No more leaky bathtubs/overflow drains; save 
thousands of dollars in potential water damages 
and repairs.

- Low-cost, DIY installation in 3 minutes without the 
help of a licensed professional.

- A BlueVue overflow cover is included for every 
gasket kit.

What is it?

The BIG gasket covers a larger area than our regular-
sized gasket to hide rust damage around the rim of the 
overflow pipe. It works for center hole overflow pipes 
(single-screw mount) and/or overflows with one screw 
on each side (double-screw mounts).

Big
overflow cover

Measures 3  5/8 in

vs



BlueVue’s patented leak-proof overflow gaskets (available in 
standard and large sizes) are the last overflow gaskets you 
will ever need! Complety leak-proof, these easy-to-install 
gaskets are made of silicone to last a lifetime.

Our variety of options and finishes will complement any 
 bathroom.

The half tube overflow gasket kit is designed to fit overflows 
with a center bar.

BlueVue’s three tube gasket kit is designed to fit claw footot 
bathtub overflows.

BlueVue’s regular and larger-sized overflow gasket is  
available for trip lever drain systems. This kit contains our 
leak-proof gasket, a BlueVue trip lever overflow cover and a 
bathtub drain strainer.

Available finishes

- 1  3/8” (16 Thread)    DR -220 - C
- 1  5/8” (16 Thread)    DR -301  - C, BN, ORB, MB, BG
- 1  1/2” (11.5 Thread)   DR -305 - C, BN, ORB, MB
- 1  5/8” (14 Thread)    DR -309 - C, BN, ORB

Available finishes for each drain size

The perfect drain
for your kit

BVT-3OFS
BIG-3OFS

BVT-3SHO
BIG-3SHO

BVT-3TLSS
BIG-3TLSS

BVT-HMS
BIG-HMS

BVT-3TOF
BIG-3TOF

Which product should I choose?Overflow Pipe

One little gasket,
So many options

BIG-HMS

BIG-3TOF

BIG-4DMS

Matte
Black
(MB)

Chrome
(C)

Brushed
Gold
(BG)

Brushed
Nickel
(BN)

Oil
Rubbed
Bronze
(ORB)

BlueVue’s larger-sized overflow gasket is designed for single 
hole overflow pipe.

BIG-3SHO


